Fleet Maintenance & Management
for the ServiceNow Platform

Finally, A Way to Track and Manage
the Vehicles and Fleets that Run
Your Organization, Run by Stave
ServiceNow®

Automate the management of
your fleet assets in a single, easyto-use system

Vehicle Assignment and Self Check-Out
Managing who in your organization is currently
using which vehicles can be a challenge. AssetPath
makes it easy to see what cars, trucks, and
equipment are currently in-use and allows your
team members to check-out vehicles when needed
from their computers or mobile devices.

AssetPath’s Fleet Management module provides
fleet managers an easy-to-use, automated solution
for fleet management, tracking, availability, maintenance planning and execution, warranty, repair
and more. AssetPath provides day-to-day administration automation and operational reporting to
support long-term fleet asset lifecycle management
from procurement to disposal.

Maintenance and Work Order Reporting
When issues arise that require repair work, fleet
users can quickly report those issues using graphical
web catalogs. Fleet Managers can instantly see
those new requests come in and assign work orders
to various repair groups that include notifications
all from within the same system.

With the capabilities of the Fleet Management, you
can:
• Manage your fleet assets
• Keep your fleet legally compliant
• Manage fleet parts and inventory
• Control fleet maintenance and repairs
• Have real-time visibility of your fleet asset data
Key Benefits
• Increased Fleet Availability
• Preventative Maintenance
• Real-time, End-to-End and Roll Up Visibility
• Increased Fleet Fuel Efficiency
• Reduce Fleet Expenses & Labor Costs
• Increase Fleet Security & Safety

Learn More
staveapps.com/solution/fleetmanagement/
AssetPath for ServiceNow | staveapps.com

Fleet Readiness Awareness
Everyone strives to have 100% of the fleet
operational at any given time, but often you
have to work around vehicles that are down for
maintenance. Graphical web dashboards show you
at a glance your readiness levels, across locations,
by vehicle type, and by severity.
Unlimited Vehicle Types
Many organizations use more than cars, trucks,
and the occasional forklift. AssetPath allows any
number of vehicle types to be tracked, including
any heavy equipment, specialty vehicles, or even
non-traditional vehicle types.
Fuel Tracking
Drivers using the mobile-friendly AssetPath can
record their refilling with a few clicks. This data is
aggregated in the cloud and geo-tagged to give
you insight into all fuel usage over time.
Emergency Services for Passengers
Help is never more than a click away with
emergency response built into AssetPath’s mobile
interface, giving your drivers peace of mind and
added security on the road.
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Fleet Management
Geo location-aware vehicle management gives you insight into where your vehicles are located, with whom,
what maintenance they have required or do required, and how everything aligns financially.

Powered by the Platform
All Stave applications are run within the ServiceNow
platform, inherit every benefit of the tool, and make
use of the powerful accessibility and redundancy of
their datacenters.
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